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There are two ways of entering your purchase of Brazilian cotton:

 Purchase from a Brazilian farm

 Purchase from a trader 

Buying lint from Brazil



A benchmarking agreement exists between ABR (Responsible Brazilian Cotton Programme) and BCI. 

Please view the list of farms certified ABR and licensed BCI here: 

http://www.abrapa.com.br/en/sustentabilidade/Paginas/default.aspx

Please note that Brazilian farmers use their Better Cotton Tracer Account only to acknowledge transactions 

which you, the customer, have entered into the system. They are not able to enter sales to their customers. 

When buying Better Cotton from a Brazilian farm, please make sure to obtain the farm’s code as you will need it

when you enter your purchase in the Better Cotton Tracer.

Buying lint from a Brazilian farm

http://www.abrapa.com.br/en/sustentabilidade/Paginas/default.aspx


If you bought lint from a Brazilian 

farm, please follow these steps: 

Click on ‘Add a transaction’.

 select ‘purchase’ and ‘lint’ as 

type of product

 select ‘Brazil’ as country of 

origin

 select ‘Farmer’

 then choose the corresponding 

farm from the drop-down menu

 fill in the number of BCCUs 

allocated to the shipment

 fill in further details about the 

product and transaction 

reference and click ‘Save’. 

Buying lint from a Brazilian farm



If you bought your Brazilian lint 

Better Cotton from a trader, please 

follow these steps:

Click on ‘Add a transaction’.

 select ‘purchase’ and ‘lint’ a 

type of product

 select ‘Brazil’ as country of 

origin

 please select ‘Trader’ and then 

select the trader’s name from 

the database 

 fill in the number of BCCUs 

allocated to the shipment

 fill in further details about the 

product and transaction 

reference and click ‘Save’. 

Buying Brazilian lint from a Trader



For both transaction types: 

The status of your transaction will be saved as ‘Awaiting acknowledgment’ and your supplier will have to 

acknowledge the transaction. Once the transaction is ‘Acknowledged’, your inventory position will increase 

accordingly.

Transaction status


